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LHC: so far Delivered 25 fb-1  

320 publications on  
pp (and pPb/PbPb) 
physics since  
January 2010 
(19/7/2014) 
 
Mostly on exotica  
searches and  
supersymmetry 
  (>100 papers 
   together) 
 

Example: CMS publications 

Similar for ATLAS 



Elsevier(

PHYSICS(LETTERS(B(

Most cited paper so far...  
Special Physics Letters B edition 
with the ATLAS and CMS CMS 
papers on the Higgs Discovery Also… 

About ~3000 times  
cited so far… 



A Higgs… 

Stockholm Nobel Symposium 
May 2013 

But there are still a lot of questions… 



Consequences for our Universe? 
Precise measurements 
of the top quark and  
first measurements of the  
Higgs mass: 
 
Our Universe meta-stable ? 
Will the Universe disappear 
in a Big Slurp? (NBCNEWS.com) 

New Physics inevitable to stabelize 
the vacuum/Higgs field? 
But at which scale or energy? 



In short: no sign of SUSY with the data collected so far    

New:  compressed spectra, heavy stop (t2) search, extended incl. searches…  
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsSUS 

Summary of SUSY Searches 



 Summary of SUSY Searches 
ATLAS Results 



Summary of Exotica Searches 
ATLAS Results 



Summary of Exotica Searches 



New Physics? 

H. Murayama 

allowed  

excluded 

N. Arkani-Hamed 

…The May Issue... 



Searches a the LHC 
•  LHC searches for NP right now: Nothing found at present! 
•  However most discoveries start with a hint i.e. less than 3 

sigma (standard deviations), or evidence with more than 3 
sigma before they become an observation or discovery 
(more that 5 sigma, like the Higgs) 

•  Any 2-3 sigma effects are of interest to follow up with 
additional data or check with other channels. They will 
either grow with luminosity (possible real signal) or get less 
significant (statistical fluctuation). But no excitement yet… 

•  Or there was a mistake or missing part in the analysis.. 
(Higgs discovery in 1984, SUSY discovery in 1985…)    

•  Or in the experiment had a problem (superluminal 
neutrinos)..                                 Both to be avoided J !! 

•  Some examples  è  

  
 



The Higgs?  In 1984… 

ϒ(1S) ->photon+X (high multip.) 

Crystal Ball Experiment, DESY, 1984 

Is the X(8.31 GeV) the Higgs particle? 
A lot of excitement summer 1984… 
It was called the ‘Zeta’ particle  

In 1985 a new paper…. 

It was an error in the  
analysis! 
Effect/peak went away… 

4σ effect 

Made it to the NY Times! ICHEP’84 



Quark Substructure ? (1996)  

CDF Experiment: Inclusive jet analysis 
It went into the New York Times 

… it was parton distributions (& uncertainties) 
àGood understanding of theory important!  

Phys. Rev. Lett. 77 438 (1996) 



Leptoquarks or RPV SUSY? (1997) 
Excess of events at high Q2 in ep DIS at HERA, mainly in H1 
�7 events found with an electron-quark mass of ~200 GeV, expected ~1 event 
�4 events found with expected 2 events in ZEUS 

At the end it was a statistical fluctuation 
The effect was totally gone with 10x statistics 

More than 3σ local significance! 

Z.Phys. C74 (1997) 191  



Searches at the LHC 

                    Many lessons from the past 
•  Independent cross checks of all important analyses 
•  Blinding of main search channels (eg for the Higgs) 
•  Backgrounds estimated from data (especially QCD ones, 

or backgrounds with many jets). Data driven efficiencies. 
•  Thorough studies on experimental effects eg for MET. 
•  Improved TH tools and calculations ((N)NLO+NLL, ME

+PS, best PDFs…). Collaboration with Theorists! 
•  Be careful with statistical interpretation.  
•  Generally experiments tend to be (over-?)conservative for 

safety. But must ensure not to miss something… 
•  …But also MVAs, BDTs, more black box approaches…  



In Short 
•  No real pending significant anomalies right 

now in the LHC (ATLAS+CMS data) 
•  Some heavy flavor issues in LHCb but will not discuss 

these here. 
•  Of course there are always a number of –

statistically expected– 2 to 3 sigma effects 
•  No strong excitement in the experiments at this 

stage but some things to watch with new data --or 
when possible-- to study with different channels 

•  We have a look at some of these…   



The Higgs Discovery 
Higgs à 2 photons!! Higgs à 2Z à4 leptons!! Channel combination 

5σ in both experiments 

Summer 2012 



Update with the Full 2012 Data Sample 

Increased data 
sample with  
a factor of ~3 
 
The particle is  
clearly still with  
us, now with a  
significance  
of >10σ !! 
 

We now enter the phase of measuring the properties of the new particle   

H→γγ 

H→ZZ 

H→ZZ 

All channels 

Spring 2013 



Summary: Cross Sections at 7/8 TeV 

Measurements in good agreement with the Standard Model predictions  



Summary: Cross Sections at 7/8 TeV 

Measurements in good agreement with the Standard Model predictions 
But this figure does not reveal 10-20% differences…  



Correlations Between Produced Particles  
�Select high multiplicity events 
�Study the correlation between 
two charged particles in the 
angles φ (transverse): 
Δφ and θ (longitudinal): Δθ 

A new phenomenon 
in  the ‘stronge force’? 
�Multiple interactions? 
�Glass condensates? 
�Hydrodynamic models?
Still not quant. explained 
 

η= -ln tanθ/2 

JHEP 1009 (2010) 091  

All events High multiplicity events 

This was the first (subtle) new effect, in 2010, studying the strong force… 
Was first seen in AA, then pp (unexpected) and now also pA (~unexpected)  



2011:  Z’ Boson to ee or µµ? 

2011 
data 

Extension of the symmetry? 
New Gauge bosons?  Early 2012 

Will additional 
data confirm 
the excess?? 



Z’ Combination of 7 & 8 TeV Data 

2950 GeV 

2600 GeV 
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  SUSY Searches: Example Analyses   

All Analyses (CMS) 
JETS+MET (ATLAS) 

Old Slide: now also searches for sbottom, stop, compressed spectra… 



CMS SUSY: Jets + MET 
Example: Checking many channels in a multi-jet +MET search 

We do not get  
excited by it…!! 



ATLAS SUSY: Lepton Channels 

Study of single and double leptons + Jets + MET 
�19 channels studies 
�One channel has 7 events with expectation  
 1.6±1.0.  Significance is ~ 2.3σ 

ATLAS-CONF-2013-062 

…Also used in the WW anomaly interpretation… 

Two muons with 6<pT<25 GeV, 2 jets +MET 



CMS SUSY: Lepton Channels 
4 lepton analysis, with maximally one tau 

�22 events seen and 10 expected in the opposite-sign/same flavor 
 channel, outside the Z mass, in all ETmiss range… 
�Significance is 2.6σ    but > 30 channels studied 
�Re-appears also as an excess in H→ hh search… (to appear)  

arXiv:1404.5801 



Top Quark Charge Asymmetry? 
Anomaly observed at the Tevatron. Any effect at the LHC? T. Carli 

ICHEP14 

Effect may be 
going away at 
The Tevatron… 
Latest D0 result 
agrees with SM 
 
No observed  
effect at the  
LHC in any case 



Top Quark Charge Asymmetry 
Evolution of the “effect” at the Tevatron 

D0 report 



Top Quark Charge Asymmetry 



WW Production 
Di-boson production: This should not be a problem for theory, no? 

Bizar:  all measurements so far gave a systematically higher value! 
          Less the case for ZZ and WZ as far as we can see…  



 WW Production  
What was missing until now was the ATLAS 8 TeV result 

Important: how well do we control the theory? Now NLO, Higgs included 



WW Production 

Full CMS 8 TeV still to come. Studies with/without jet vetoes, b-jets… 



Di-boson Production @ LHC  

WW data agreement with TH ‘worst’ and similarly in ATLAS and CMS 
Less clear for the others. ZZ ok, WZ ok in CMS, W-photon on high side… 
 



New Physics in WW Cross Sections? 
Da  Both these phenomenology papers appeared on June 3rd …   à Next Talk! 

arXiv:1406.0858 arXiv:1406.0848 

Interpretation in the two papers 
(Overall analyses of WW, and  
 available SUSY searches): 
 → Stop pair production -- with mstop 
 ~ 200 GeV– plus decay to chargino    
    leading to the WW excess 

�Tests in other channels? 
  ATLAS already excluded this point? 
�WW excess at 13 TeV? 

My take:  
�Need to have a careful look at QCD  
  corrections, effects of the jet veto… 
�Need other measurements eg 
  WW→lνjj, WW+0/1/2 jets…  

Da Costa 
ICHEP14 



Search for Heavy Neutrinos and WR 

Select events with  
2 leptons and 2 jets 

Large exclusion range 
in mass of the WR and  
heavy neutrino 
 
Observe a 2.8 sigma 
excess in the electron  
channel around 2 TeV 
WR mass  

Left-right symmetric extension of the Standard Model 

arXiv:1407.3683 



The Higgs… our New Tool! 

SM-like behaviour for most properties, but we look of course for anomalies, 
i.e. unexpected decay modes or couplings, multi-higgs production… 
 

We know already a lot on this Brand New Higgs Particle!! 

Mass =  
A: 125.4 ±0.4 GeV 
C: 125.0 ±0.3 GeV 

Width =  
A: < 24 MeV  
C: < 22 MeV 
(95%CL) 
 

Couplings are  
within 20% of 
the SM values 

Spin = 
0+ preferred 
over 0-,1,2 



Higgs → µµ  

ATLAS:  
µ < 7.0 (7.2 exp.) @ 95% CL 
CMS:    
µ < 7.4 (5.1 exp.)  @ 95% CL             
 

CMS-PAS-HIG-13-007 
ATLAS: arXiv:1406.7663 

R. Dermisek et al. 

Explaining the g-2 anomaly with  
consequences for Higgs to µµ decays 

Desperately Searching New Physics J 

This decay is not expected to be observed at the LHC yet 

Certainly NO claim from 
the experiments, but… 



Higgs: ttH production 
�Expect to reach sensitivity for SM ttH process, using all H decay channels 
�One channel shows an anomaly: the multi-lepton final state   

Only in the same sign muon channel: most likely explanation is a fluctuation!! 



ATLAS: hh → γγbb  

�No signal expected with the present collected luminosity for this channel 
�Select events with 2 b jets and 2 photons.  (non-resonant channel) 
�5 events within bin of Mγγ±2σMγγ  and 1.5 expected  
  which is about 2.4σ significance… 
 

arXiv:1406.5053 



Search for LFV Decays: H →µτ  

On public demand 
from our theory  
friends J 

CMS-PAS-HIG-14-005 



Search for LFV Decays: H →µτ  

Mild excess giving a 2.5σ effect…    To be watched!!! 



Search for LFV Decays: H →µτ  



The Total Width of the Higgs 

Recent History 
Direct width limits so far 3.4 GeV in ZZ and 
6.9 GeV in two-photon decays (95% CL) 
from the resonance peak measurement  
  →Dominated by experimental resolution  arXiv:1405.3455 

�Until recently it seemed unlikely the LHC could 
  measure the total Higgs width (~4.2 MeV in SM) 
�In 2012 it was noted that 7.6% of the Higgs to  
  ZZ cross section is above 180 GeV    arXiv:1206.4803 
�The off-shell contribution is independent of the    
  total width! 
�The ratio of on-shell to off-shell can thus provide  
  information on the width 
�Interference of the signal with ZZ continuum is  
  important and must be taken into account    
2012/13: Kauer, Passarino; Caola, Melnikov; Campbell, Ellis, Williams … 



�Study Higgs → ZZ in the 4 charged lepton and 2 charged lepton + 2ν decay 
�Determine the total Higgs width in the two channels separately  
�Use a kinematic discriminant and mT distributions to reduce ZZ continuum    

The Total Width of the Higgs 

ICHEP: ATLAS! 

Issue with the Theory?? 



Finally: a Global View! 
  Model independent search 
�Divide events into exclusive classes 
�Study deviations from SM predictions  
 in a statistical way 

Probability distribution as expected 
for 35 pb-1 for CMS 

→muons, electrons, photons, (b)jets, MET    

CMS-EXO-10-021 

ATLAS-CONF-14-006 

ATLAS for 20fb-1 



The LHC schedule   

                   Next stop: 2015-2017 
�Running at higher energy namely 13 TeV to 14 TeV 
   Depending on how the magnet training goes 
�Higher luminosity  ~ 100 fb-1 per experiment 
�Details of 2015 running year still under discussion  
 



What can we expect in reach at 13 TeV with 5 or 20 fb-1? 
�Look at the parton luminosities to predict sensitivity 
�Compare reach @8 TeV/20 fb-1 with future energy/luminosity 
 

13 TeV/5 fb-1 13 TeV/20 fb-1 

Expect about 20 fb-1 in 2015:  Expect gain in reach of ~50% at high mass!! 

Reach at the Start of  Run-II 

http://cern.ch/collider-reach/ 

Salam & Weiler 



14 TeV/100 fb-1 14 TeV/300 fb-1 

What can we expect in reach at 14 TeV with 100-300 fb-1? 
�Look at the parton luminosities to predict sensitivity 
�Compare reach @8 TeV/20 fb-1 with future energy/luminosity 
 

Phase-I LHC   Expect gain in reach of a factor of two at high mass!! 

Reach with  Run-II 



Summary 
•  There are no striking anomalies in the present ATLAS 

and CMS data, as seen from the experiments from 
– Searches 
– Precision measurements 
– Higgs properties (so far) 

•  A number of -not unexpected- 2-3 sigma effects are 
seen, some of which may be of interest to follow up 
with the new data or channels: eg WW cross section, 
Higgs LFV decays… 

•  Careful theory assessment of the SM predictions very 
important, as always… 

•  Next stop: 13 TeV in 2015…      and maybe    


